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Together and Connected
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We have had a fantastic week of 

being Together and Connected 

• To finish our presentation for the week, we are also attaching a word 
document with a link for our Together Song, based on the Wiltshire 
Together Song for Schools. 

• Unfortunately, we didn’t have enough time to launch our Water Matters 
holiday homework and to tell you more about our Early Years Outdoor 
Area Redevelopment and Rainscape Project. This we will do at the very 
beginning of the Autumn Term.

• We hope you have enjoyed seeing and hearing the children and some 
examples of the wonderful work they have produced.  We look forward to 
being back together as one whole school community very soon. 



Roe Class 

What does our vision mean to us? 

The River Kennet is the symbol we 

use to make our journey 

We are the fish who live in the river, 

swimming in the same direction, as we 

continue our journey



The beginnings of our beautiful object…



And now look…



Fallow Class

What does our vision mean to us?  

We are the deer: Roe, Fallow, 

Muntjac and Sika 

who follow the river path and 

drink from the water



The beginnings of our beautiful 

object…



And now look…



Muntjac Class

What does our vision mean to us?

We are the birds, who dip and dive

over the river and follow the fish and 

the deer – all together on our journey 



The beginnings of our beautiful 
object…



And now look…



Sika Class

What does our vision mean to us? 



The reeds keeping the 

river bank safe stand for 

our family and our 

community who care for 

us

Teachers who 

encourage us to 

strive to improve 

heart and mind and 

thirst for knowledge

Governors on the 

bridge, looking both 

sides of the river, 

guiding our journey 

forwards

Building on the way, in which 

we share our gifts and talents 

for a fulfilled life

All these parts make one 

whole. God is all



The beginnings of our beautiful 
object…



And now look…



Together and Connected


